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Abstraet--A 40D value is computed for the constant which J. W. Porter has recently derived inconnection 
with the analysis of Euclid's algorithm. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Let ~-. be the average number of iterations used by Euclid's algorithm to compute gcd(m, n), 
when n is fixed and m is randomly chosen from the set of all integers relatively prime to n. 
Empirical calculations by Knuth[2] indicated that 
and Heilbronn[1] proved that 
~-. ~ 0.843 In n + 1.47, (1) 
12 In 2 In n + O (log log n)'. (2) 
The error estimate was improved to O (log log n ~) by Tonkov [6], and recent work by Porter [3] has 
finally established (1) in the sharp form 
12 In 2. ~', =~tn  n +(4P +2.5)+ O(n-'~'+'), (3) 
for all E > 0. Here P is the constant defined by 
B=~_~I(H2.-,-H,-In2), (5) 
~o "v8 t ~ In t 
I= (t2+ 1)1~---------- ~ dt, (6) 
and H~ denotes the sum 1+ 1/2+. . .  + l/k. Porter established by hand that P >-0.3. 
In this paper we apply standard techniques to evaluate these constants to 40D, in particular 
obtaining the values 
12 In2 
~r---T -=  0.84276 59132 72194 51690 72631 93963 96411 55945 
4P+2.5= 1.46707 80794 33975 47289 77984 84707 22995 344~ 
P=-0.25823 04801 41506 13177 55503 78823 19251 16375 
B=-1.16448 10529 30025 01180 53126 40319 36021 74884 
1=-0.01958 27168 97011 53218 32291 14034 54827 84625 
As a by-product of these calculations, we also obtain several values of ~"(k) to 40D (see below). 
2. CALCULAT ION PROCEDURE 
The integral I is readily evaluated by expanding into power series, 
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I=/o"V'~o(-Ik/Z)t~+",ntdt 
= (-1) k ) ~ ( 1  +(3k +4.5)1n 2). (7) 
To evaluate B, let B '= B +½~'(2), so that B '= 2,~,,A,/k, where 
A. = H2, - H, - In 2 
1 B,k (1 - 2 -'k ) 
- 4n ~" ,~,~-r-~ 2k n ~ -~- O(n-2r~-2), (8) 
by Euler's summation formula. Letting ~',,(s)= E,,,,,k-" = O(m '-'), we have 
I 1 B2, 
B'= 2~ TA,  -~(=(2)+ 2~ ~-(1-2-2")~',.(2k + I) + O(m-~'-'), (9) 
for all fixed r. The necessary values of ~,. (s) can themselves be obtained from Euler's summation 
formula, 
m~-S 1 _, s 
(10) 
For suitably large m, (9) and (I0) will converge to the desired accuracy. An excellent check on the 
results (and the algorithms) is obtained by choosing two different values of m. 
Finally we need to compute ~"(2). Once again Euler's summation formula gives a satisfactory 
approach, since it implies that 
-~"(s) = m'- ' lnm m'-" lnm 
s -  1 +~+2m ~ 
~] s+2k-2XB,~ -,-2~+.,, 
+ ,ffik~,, ( s - I }~--~-m tin m + H,-, - H,+2k-2) 
+ 0(m -s-2,-~ log m ). 
3. DERIVATIVES OF THE ZETA FUNCTION 
A general program for ~"(s) is almost as easy to write as a program for s = 2, so the following 
values were also determined. 
-~"(2)=0.93754 82543 15843 75370 25740 94567 86497 78979- 
-~"(3)=0.19812 62428 85636 85333 06818 21503 28579 68755+ 
-~"(4)=0.06891 12658 96125 37984 88293 65587 44082 71500+ 
-~"(5)=0.02857 37805 09462 95008 03898 17083 80121 26482+ 
(The most precise previous calculation of ~'(s) was apparently done by Rosser and Schoenfeld 
[4, Table 4], who gave 17D values for 2 < s < 30. Their results are in agreement with the above 
calculations. See also [5], where it is pointed out that K. F. Gauss once calculated ~"(2) to 10D.) 
4. ADDENDUM 
J. W. Wrench, Jr. [7] has pointed out that he constants B and I, and hence P, can be expressed in
closed form, namely 
2 ~2 B = (In 2) - T '  
I = 1 (21r 2 + 30 (in 2) 2 - 39 In 2 - 9), 
3 6 (y  - ~) In 2 -  ~-~2 ,'(2) In 2). P= -~+~-~ (~(In 2)~+ (11) 
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These formulas lead to independent confirmation of the 40D values above. 
(In his derivation, Wrench made use of the intermediate r sults 
fo't2lnt.a a 1 1 ~ (t~--~-~)~dt =~A ina -~A +~ln(a +A)-  Li2((A -a )2)  - (ln(A +a)/2)2+ 
+ 1 (in 2) 2, 
! t 2k 
(12) 
(13) 
where 
A = (a:+ 1) '/2 
is the diiogarithm function.) 
Jo t In =k~, ~ x*/k2 
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